
The Snailville project was funded by the ERASMUS+ Program. The project aims at
supporting and breaking down barriers to successful and sustainable snail farming
across Europe through a training game. The Snailville project offers you the
opportunity to discover ways to make your snail farm more profitable and successful!

Stakeholders could develop their skills and enhance their knowledge by
downloading the training game. Detailed and specialized information on starting,
managing and successfully running a snail farming business will be provided
throughout a player's experience. This will be achieved by completing all the mini-
games with a high enough total score and collecting the badges that the game has
to offer for each of the modules. In the end, players have to complete the top game
[final assessment] to successfully finish the SnailVille game.
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The 3rd Transnational Project Meeting of the Snailville project was hybrid and took place
in Rotterdam, on the 27th of April 2022. The consortium allowed presentation and
discussion of the Modules that have been developed. Moreover, a draft version of the
training game was presented by Atermon.
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What is currently going on in
Snailville?

The training game will be played in a single-player mode along
with the guidance of mentors, who will be providing
information about snails and snail breeding. After the pilot
testing, the contents of the game are going to be translated
into each partner's language.
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During the 3rd meeting of the consortium, timeframes were set
by the partners, for each activity and task. Meanwhile, the
partnership agreed on having the pilot testing of the training
game in the summer by each partner. The feedback that will be
provided is going to be crucial for the game's finalization and
improvement of the player's experience.

Infographic



Meet the Partners

Our Social Media

https://www.facebook.com/snailvilleprojecthttps://snailville.eu/

@snailville1
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CIVIC Computing (UK) –
an Edinburgh-based
digital agency and
project coordinator

Asserted Knowledge
(EL) - a technical

consultancy and staff
sourcing company from

Greece

Atermon (NL) – a
Dutch company
specialising in

gamification and
educational
technology


